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We introduce a novel median-point approximation method as an extension of the Laplace’s
(saddle-point approximation) method and illustrate it with applications for real scalar functions.
Furthermore, we consider a system of fermions with local interactions on a lattice and apply a mul-
tivariate generalization of the method for evaluation of the corresponding partition function, aiming
at investigating the possibility of a superconducting second-order phase transition. In addition, we
demonstrate the suitability of the method for investigation of instabilities in Euclidean Yang-Mills
fields and demonstrate the existence of a critical temperature at which an infinitesimally small gap
emerges.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly correlated systems are at the core of
condensed-matter physics. Instability towards the for-
mation of a superconducting state, a charge-density
wave, or a magnetic texture, such as ferromagnetic,
anti-ferromagnetic or more general spin-density waves
are among the first topics to be investigated in any
newly discovered material.1–4 The theoretical treatment
of these phenomena usually rely on Hartree-Fock (HF) or
random-phase (RPA) approximations, and are restricted
to the particle-particle or particle-hole channels. In this
way, a mean-field approximation in the particle-particle
channel can successfully describe superconductivity in
many materials, whereas in the particle-hole channel it
accounts for spin-density or charge-density waves, de-
pending on the sign of the interactions.5 This separation
of the problem into particle-particle or particle-hole chan-
nels hampers a mean-field description of systems in which
superconductivity and charge-density wave formation oc-
cur concomitantly, such as in Transition-Metal Dichalco-
genides (TMD) and in high-Tc superconductors. Gener-
alized formulations to include both phenomena on equal
footing were proposed, such as an SO(5) model.6
Here, we develop a different approach, based on the
use of auxiliary Hubbard-Stratonovich fields. We con-
centrate on fermionic systems with local interactions,
which undergo a second-order phase transition and are
well described by a Landau free energy7 for a suitably
chosen order parameter. The free energy can be found
by performing a Legendre transformation of the corre-
sponding effective action. Consequently, the Taylor se-
ries expansion of the free energy in the order parame-
ter is related to the corresponding correlation functions,
while the phase transition should be signaled by a di-
verging correlation function. The correlation functions
can be found as derivatives of the corresponding partition
function with respect to generic source terms. In partic-
ular, the possibility of a second-order phase transition
into a superconducting state can be investigated when
the partition function is known with sufficient accuracy.
Because, in general, the partition function can not be
evaluated exactly, the main challenge is the construction
of an accurate approximation. For example, the parti-
tion function is often evaluated within the saddle-point
approximation after performing a Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation.8,9 Currently, the saddle-point approx-
imation can either reproduce the random-phase ap-
proximation (RPA) results,10 when applied within the
particle-hole channel, or the Cooper instability,11 when
applied within the particle-particle channel. A naive
combination of the contributions of the two channels re-
sults into over-counting of diagrams and multiple efforts
have been made to remedy this problem, i.e. [12,13].
However, no consistent and systematic approach has been
presented up to now. Our approach is based on the ob-
servation that the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
is exact, even when applied only within the particle-hole
channel. Therefore, a generalization of both results in-
volves higher-order terms beyond the saddle-point ap-
proximation. Below, we derive a novel approximation
scheme and establish the equivalence of a particular class
of resulting higher-order terms with a ’wheel’ structure in
the particle-hole channel to the ’ladder’ diagrams in the
particle-particle channel. The resummation of these di-
agrams leads to the Cooper instability condition. Thus,
we demonstrate the emergence of a superconducting state
as an instability in the particle-hole channel (without ex-
plicitly introducing the particle-particle channel). The
instability condition is expressed in terms of the effec-
tive interaction between spin and charge density fluctua-
tions, which is relevant in the context of unconventional
superconductors [14–17]. The name "median-point ap-
proximation" stems from the fact that the saddle-point
of the Gaussian distribution coincides with the median-
point, which remains median upon change of integration
variables that might move the saddle point. We then ap-
ply the method to investigate an instability in Euclidean
Yang-Mills fields, and demonstrate possibility of the ex-
istence of a critical temperature when an infinitesimally
small gap emerges.
The outline of the paper is the following. We start by
2presenting a generic formulation of the problem in Sec.
II. Then, we first reproduce the saddle-point approxima-
tion results in Sec. IIIA, before introducing our approx-
imation scheme in Sec. IIIB. In Sec. IV we show how
the system of self-consistent equations derived within this
procedure is related to correlation functions. Finally, in
Sec. V we demonstrate the possibility of describing a
superconducting phase transition and derive the corre-
sponding criterion. In Sec. VI we provide a generaliza-
tion for the Yang-Mills fields and in Sec. VII we apply
the results for one-dimensional integrals. Our conclusions
are presented in Sec. VIII.
II. LATTICE MODELS WITH LOCAL
INTERACTIONS
Let us consider a generic tight-binding model for spin-
1/2 fermions in a lattice with arbitrary geometry, de-
scribed by a Hamiltonian H = H0 + Hint, where the
tight-binding term reads
Hˆ0 = −t
∑
<i,j>,s
c†i,scj,s + h.c., (1)
with t denoting the hopping parameter and c(†) the an-
nihilation (creation) operators, and the interactions are
local,
Hˆint = U
∑
j
c†j,↑c
†
j,↓cj,↓cj,↑, (2)
where U is the Hubbard on-site interaction.
Our aim is to determine whether a second-order phase
transition occurs in this system, due to the effect of local
fermion-fermion interactions. Usually, in 1D systems a
charge-density wave transition arises due to the coupling
of the fermionic degrees of freedom with the phonons of
the lattice. This coupling leads to an effective attractive
interaction between the fermions, which combined with
the nesting of the wavevector in the particular Fermi sur-
face, results into a dimerization of the ions and a conse-
quent electronic charge-density-wave instability. Phase
transitions can be well described by the Landau theory,
which includes an expansion of the free energy in terms
of the order parameter around the critical temperature
at which the transition occurs. Here, we investigate the
possibility of occurrence of a second-order phase transi-
tion, which can be determined by the point at which the
coefficient of the second-order term in the Landau free
energy vanishes.
By introducing the coherent states formalism, we may
write the grand-canonical partition function as
Z =
∫
d[c†]d[c]e−S[c
†,c]/~, (3)
where the Euclidean action is
S =
∫ ~β
0
dτ

∑
j
c†j
(
~
∂
∂τ
− µ
)
cj +H0 +Hint

 , (4)
with β = 1/kBT , τ the imaginary time variable and µ
the chemical potential.
A. Generic formulation
It is convenient to rewrite the interaction term in the
SO(3) invariant quadratic form
c†j,↑c
†
j,↓cj,↓cj,↑ =
1
8
n2j −
1
2
Sj · Sj, (5)
with nj = c
†
j cj and Sj = c
†
jσcj/2. The operator product
c†c (and analogously c†σc) denotes c†(τ + ζ)c(τ), with
ζ → 0+. The invariance with respect to an SO(3) trans-
formation is required by rotational symmetry. The fact
that the spin and charge terms in Eq. (5) enter with a
different sign reflects the Pauli principle, which implies
a vanishing self-energy for a polarized sate in the case of
only local interactions.
Now, we perform a Hubbard-Stratonovich transforma-
tion, which renders the action quadratic in the fermion
operators at the cost of introducing auxiliary bosonic
fields. For illustration, we consider a lattice geometry
with two sublattices A and B, and denote by a and b
the corresponding fermionic operators. In this case, the
auxiliary bosonic fields are φa, φb, Ma, and Mb, where
Ma and Mb are three component vectors. The choice
of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation allows us to
consider ground states with or without spontaneous sym-
metry breaking in the particle-hole channel, which are
realized by introducing infinitesimal symmetry breaking
fields, while searching for an instability to a supercon-
ducting state. We define the path integral measures d[φa]
and d[Ma] such that
e−
U
~
∫
~β
0
dτ
∑
j∈A a
†
j,↑
a†
j,↓
aj,↓aj,↑ =
∫
d[φa]d[Ma]e−
1
2~U
∫
~β
0
dτ
∑
j∈A[(M
a
j −2USj)·Maj −φaj (φaj −Unaj )], (6)
for the A sublattice and analogously for the B sublattice. Notice that the integration for φa and φb goes along a
contour parallel to the imaginary axis from −i∞ to +i∞ with a certain offset. The partition function after the
3transformation is
Z =
∫
d[a†]d[a]d[b†]d[b]d[φa]d[Ma]d[φb]d[Mb]e−(S0+S1+S2)/~, (7)
where the action
S0 =
∫ ~β
0
dτ

∑
j∈A
a†j
(
~
∂
∂τ
− µ
)
aj +
∑
j∈B
b†j
(
~
∂
∂τ
− µ
)
bj +H0

 , (8)
S1 = −
∫ ~β
0
dτ

∑
j∈A
(Sj ·Maj −
1
2
naj φ
a
j ) +
∑
j∈B
(Sj ·Mbj −
1
2
nbjφ
b
j )

 , (9)
and
S2 = 1
2U
∫
~β
0
dτ

∑
j∈A
[(Maj )
2 − (φaj )2] +
∑
j∈B
[(Mbj )
2 − (φbj )2]

 . (10)
Defining the Fourier transformations
aj(τ) =
1√
N~β
∑
ωn,k
aωn,ke
−iωnτ+ik·j (11)
and
Maj (τ) =
∑
Ωn,k
MaΩn,ke
−iΩnτ+ik·j, (12)
where the fermionic Matsubara frequency is ωn = pi(2n+ 1)/~β, the bosonic Matsubara frequency is Ωn = 2pin/~β,
and the number of sites for each sublattice is N , allows us to rewrite the action as
S = −~
∑
q,q′
ψ†q · (G−10 q,q′ +Cq,q′) · ψq′ + S2, (13)
where q = (ωn,k) is a combined frequency-momentum vector and we denote
ψq ≡
(
aq
bq
)
.
The bare inverse Green’s function is
− ~G−10 (ωn,k),(ωn′ ,k′) = Hkδk,k′δn,n′ +
[ −(µ+ i~ωn)I 0
0 −(µ+ i~ωn)I
]
δk,k′δn,n′ ,
where I denotes the 2× 2 identity matrix and δα,β is the Kronecker delta. In particular, for
Hk =
[
0 −tγ∗kI
−tγkI 0
]
,
with γk denoting the sum of exponents over the nearest neighbors, γk ≡
∑
j e
ik·j, the bare inverse Green’s function
reads
− ~G−10 (ωn,k),(ωn′ ,k′) =
[ −(µ+ i~ωn)I −tγ∗kI
−tγkI −(µ+ i~ωn)I
]
δk,k′δn,n′ .
Because the transformation fromMaj (τ) toM
a
ωn,k
is not unitary, the path-integral measure is adjusted by a constant
factor. The coupling with a fermionic field is given by
~C(ωn,k),(ωn′ ,k′) =
eiζωn
2
[
σ ·Maωn−ωn′ ,k−k′ − φaωn−ωn′ ,k−k′I 0
0 σ ·Mbωn−ωn′ ,k−k′ − φbωn−ωn′ ,k−k′I
]
.
4The coupling term is linear in the bosonic fields. Therefore, a more generic form is
Cq,q′ =
∑
p,r
Rq,q′;p,rM
(p,r) (14)
where r indicates a component of the eight-component vectorMp, which is defined as
Mp =


φap
Map
φbp
Mbp

 (15)
and the tensor R is
R(ωn,k),(ωn′ ,k′);(Ωm,K),r =
eiζωn
~
∑
r′
Pr
′
ηr′rδn−n′,mδk−k′,K, (16)
where Pr
′
are constant 4 × 4 matrices and the exponential prefactor originates from the earlier mentioned operator
ordering, with ζ → 0+. The matrix η = Diag(−1, 1, 1, 1,−1, 1, 1, 1) is the metric signature. In a shorthand notation,
with P being a vector composed of Pr matrices, P = 1/2[Diag(I, 0), Diag(σx, 0), Diag(σy, 0), Diag(σz , 0), Diag(0, I),
Diag(0, σx), Diag(0, σy), Diag(0, σz)]T .
Now we introduce the inverse Green’s function as
G−1q,q′(M) = G
−1
0 q,q′ +
∑
p,r
Rq,q′;p,rM
(p,r) + hq,q′ , (17)
where a generating field h is added. Omitting the indices and assuming the summation convention, the equation reads
G−1(M) =G−10 +RM+ h. (18)
Here,M can be thought of as a generic bosonic (auxiliary) field that couples linearly to the fermionic fields. Clearly,
dG−1(M) = RdM, (19)
therefore, the tensor R can be interpreted as the derivative of G−1(M) with respect to M. In this notation
S2 = N~β
2U
∑
p,r′,r
M (p,r)ηr,r′M
(−p,r′). (20)
For convenience, we introduce the symmetric covariant tensor U−1(p,r),(p′,r′) = U
−1ηδp,−p′ acting on the contravariant
vectorsM and omit indices in the following tensorial notation∑
(p,r),(p′,r′)
(U−1)(p,r),(p′,r′)M (p,r)M (p
′,r′) = U−1MM. (21)
The partition function in the generic notation is
Z[h] =
∫
d[ψ†]d[ψ]d[M] exp
(
ψ†G−1(M)ψ − Nβ
2
U−1MM
)
. (22)
Moreover, we can consider even the more general case of non-local interactions, whenM andU depend on the inbound
momentum q′,
G−1q,q′(M) =G
−1
0 q,q′ +
∑
p,r
Rq,q′;p,rM
(p,r)
q′ + hq,q′ (23)
and ∑
(p,r),(p′,r′),q,q′
(U−1)q,q
′
(p,r),(p′,r′)M
(p,r)
q M
(p′,r′)
q′ = U
−1MM. (24)
5Specifically, the interaction might depend on the total momentum q+ q′∑
(p,r),(p′,r′),q,q′
(U−1)q+q
′
(p,r),(p′,r′)M
(p,r)
q M
(p′,r′)
q′ . (25)
In what follows, unless explicitly indicated, we consider interactions which do not dependent on the inbound
momentum. The two-point correlation function is generated by the variation δh of the Green’s function parameter h,
Z−1[h]δZ[h] = Z−1[h]
∫
d[ψ†]d[ψ]d[M]ψ†δhψ exp
(
ψ†G−1(M)ψ − Nβ
2
U−1MM
)
, (26)
taking into account that
δG−1(M) = δh (27)
and evaluating at h = 0. The correlation function is directly connected to the variation of ln(Z[h])
Z−1[h]δZ[h] = δ ln(Z[h]). (28)
The four-point correlation function is generated by the two variations δh1 and δh2
Z−1[h]δ2h1h2Z[h] = Z
−1[h]
∫
d[ψ†]d[ψ]d[M](ψ†δh1ψ)(ψ
†δh2ψ) exp
(
ψ†G−1(M)ψ − Nβ
2
U−1MM
)
, (29)
which is
Z−1[h]δ2h1h2Z[h] = δ
2
h1h2
ln(Z[h]) + δh1 ln(Z[h]) δh2 ln(Z[h]). (30)
Z[h] can be expressed as a partition function for only bosonic fields M by integrating out the fermionic fields. The
integration yields ∫
d[ψ†]d[ψ] exp(ψ†G−1(M)ψ) = det[−G−1(M)]. (31)
Substituting this result into Eq. (22) leads to
Z[h] =
∫
d[M] exp
(
−Nβ
2
U−1MM+Tr[ln(−G−1(M))]
)
. (32)
In the noninteracting case, the partition function is given
by
ln(Z[h]) = Tr[ln(−G−1(0))], (33)
and the variation equation simplifies to just
δ ln(Z[h]) = Tr[G(0)δh] (34)
and
δ2 ln(Z[h]) = −Tr[G(0)δh2G(0)δh1], (35)
leading to the well known Wick’s formula
Z−1[h]δ2Z[h] = Tr[G(0)δh2]Tr[G(0)δh1] (36)
− Tr[G(0)δh2G(0)δh1].
B. Free energy and correlation functions
We denote Z(f) = Z[h(f)], where h(f) = fQ. Here,
Q defines the two-point correlation function describing
the coupling between fermions. The corresponding order
parameter is given by
φf =
d
df
ln(Z(f)), (37)
which we can consider as a conjugate variable to f , cor-
responding to the expectation value
φf = 〈ψ†Qψ〉f . (38)
IfQ is the identity matrix, Eq. (38) becomes the expected
density; if Q is proportional to a Pauli matrix, Eq. (38)
leads to the expected spin density. The corresponding
expectation value and higher order correlation functions
can be found from the generating functional
φf = Z
−1
∫
d[ψ†]d[ψ]d[M] exp
(
ψ†G−1(M)ψ
− Nβ
2
U−1MM
)
ψ†Qψ. (39)
6The information about a phase transition of the system
is encoded in the partition function implicitly. Thus, to
make it evident, we have to find a free energy depend-
ing on the order parameter by performing the Legendre
transformation
βF (φf ) = φff − ln(Z(f)), (40)
which also implies
f =
d
dφf
βF (φf ). (41)
For small perturbations
φf = φ0 + α
−1f + . . . , (42)
where the inverse of α is the susceptibility, given by
α−1 =
d2
df2
ln(Z(f))|f=0. (43)
Consequently, the free energy can be expressed as
βF [φf ] = βF [φ0] +
1
2
α(φf − φ0)2 + . . . . (44)
Clearly, if α becomes negative, the system becomes un-
stable and undergoes a second-order phase transition.
The instability condition is α = 0. The susceptibility
is related to the correlation functions as follows
α−1 = 〈(ψ†Qψ)2〉 − 〈ψ†Qψ〉2. (45)
The instability implies that α−1 diverges and so does the
correlation function 〈(ψ†Qψ)2〉, signalling the second-
order phase transition. In the noninteracting case, the
expressions become
φf = Tr[GQ] (46)
and
α−1 = −Tr[GQGQ]. (47)
At this point, we can notice that knowing the partition
function Z[h] for an arbitrary matrix h is completely
sufficient to find all the relevant correlation functions,
including those for Cooper pairs, as shown below∫ ~β
0
dτ
∫ ~β
0
dτ ′a†k,↑(τ)a
†
−k,↓(τ)a−k′,↓(τ
′)ak′,↑(τ ′)
=
∑
ωn,ωn′
a†ωn,k,↑a
†
−ωn,−k,↓a−ωn′ ,−k′,↓aωn′ ,k′,↑, (48)
namely, ∑
q1,q2
〈
a†q1,↑a
†
−q1,↓aq2,↑a−q2,↓
〉
. (49)
The correlation function is generated when adding a
source term of the form∑
q1,q2
a†q1,↑∆
∗
q1,−q1a
†
−q1,↓aq2,↑∆q2,−q2a−q2,↓ (50)
and differentiating by ∆ and ∆∗. Equivalently, this cor-
relation function is generated by varying the partition
function with the following source terms by h↑ and h↓,∑
q1,q2
(ψ†q1P
a
↑ψq2h
a
q1,q2,↑ + ψ
†
q1
Pa↓ψq2h
a
q1,q2,↓), (51)
where P↑ and P↓ are such that ψ†q1P
a
↑ψq2 = a
†
q1,↑aq2,↑
and ψ†q1P
a
↓ψq2 = a
†
q1,↓aq2,↓. This allows us to investigate
the stability of the system with respect to the Cooper
instability, which is signalled by divergence of the corre-
lation function.
III. PARTITION FUNCTION EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the partition function integral,
Z[h] =
∫
d[M] exp(−S(M)/~), (52)
where
S(M) = N~β
2
U−1MM− ~Tr[ln(−G−1(M)), (53)
we are going to approximate the integrand as an expo-
nential of a quadratic function, such that the problem is
reduced to a Gaussian integral.
A. Saddle point approximation
Following the saddle point approximation, the
quadratic function is chosen such that it matches S(M)
in the vicinity of a saddle point Msp. For a quadratic
function of the form
Ssp(M) = Ssp + N~β
2
W−1Y(M)Y(M), (54)
with
Y =M−Msp, (55)
the matching constraint for the difference
N~βL(M) ≡ S(M)− Ssp(M) (56)
reads as L(Msp) = 0, dL(Msp) = 0, and d
2L(Msp) = 0.
This implies that
Ssp = S(Msp), (57)
whereas the first differential is given by
dL(M) = U−1MdM− 1
Nβ
Tr[GdG−1]−W−1YdY
(58)
and the second differential is
d2L(M) = U−1dMdM+
1
Nβ
Tr[(GdG−1)2]−W−1dYdY,
(59)
7where we utilize the following observation
Tr[dn ln(−G−1)] = (−1)n−1(n−1)!Tr[(GdG−1)n]. (60)
Evaluating these expressions at the saddle point M =
Msp and taking into account thatY(Msp) = 0 and dY =
dM, we obtain
U−1Msp = Γ(1) (61)
and
W−1 = U−1 − Γ(2). (62)
For convenience, we introduce totally symmetric in the
pairs of indices (p, r), (p′, r′), . . ., (pn, rn) covariant ten-
sors Γ(n) to denote
(−1)n−1(n− 1)!
βN
Tr[(G(Msp)dG
−1)n] = Γ(n)
n︷ ︸︸ ︷
dM . . .dM .
(63)
The explicit expressions are
Γ
(1)
(p,r) =
1
βN
∑
q
Tr[GRq,q;p,r] (64)
and
Γ
(2)
(p,r),(p′,r′) =
−1
βN
∑
q,q′
Tr[GRq,q′;p,rGRq′,q;p′,r′ ], (65)
where we denote the product
GRq,q′;p,r =
∑
q′′
Gq,q′′Rq′′,q′;p,r =Gq,q′+pRq′+p,q′;p,r,
(66)
and, analogously,
RGq,q′;p,r =
∑
q′′
Rq,q′′;p,rGq′′,q′ = Rq,q−p;p,rGq−p,q′.
(67)
Here, Eq. (61) can be recognized as a Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation, i.e. Msp = UΓ
(1) and Eq. (62) as an RPA
result for the effective interaction. Now, we recall that we
defined the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation with
Gaussian integrals having a certain offset value in the in-
tegration contours, which we denote Msp. The freedom
of choosing the value ofMsp, which can be also complex,
comes from the well known invariance of the Gaussian in-
tegrals with respect to a constant shift of integration vari-
ables. We will specify the value ofMsp later, but in most
cases it turns out to be real in coordinate representation.
Assuming the value is real in coordinate space, its Fourier
transform satisfies M−psp = (M
p
sp)
∗. However, this rela-
tion holds only for the offset value Msp, since the inte-
gration for the components of the Hubbard-Stratonovich
fields coupled with density goes along a contour parallel
to the imaginary axis from −i∞ to +i∞. This implies
thatY−p = η(Yp)∗, i.e. Y = η˜Y∗, where the symmetric
covariant tensor η˜p,p′ = ηδp,−p′ . This property implies
Zsp[h] =
∫
d[Y] exp
(
−S(Msp)/~− Nβ
2
W−1Y(η˜Y∗)
)
.
(68)
Clearly, in this case we can perform Gaussian integration
to find the partition function
Zsp[h] = exp(−S(Msp)/~) det[UW−1]−1/2, (69)
or more explicitly,
Zsp[h] = exp
(
−Nβ
2
U−1MspMsp (70)
+ Tr[ln(−G−1(Msp))]− 1
2
Tr[ln(UW−1)]
)
,
which in combination with the expressions for Msp and
W−1 determine Zsp[h]. In the following, Z denotes
Zsp[h] for simplicity. As shown above, it is beneficial
to operate with ln(Z), which is
ln(Z) = −Nβ
2
U−1MspMsp +Tr[ln(−G−1(Msp))]
− 1
2
Tr[ln(UW−1)]. (71)
Now we observe that
δG−1(Msp) = RδMsp + δh, (72)
which leads to
δΓ(n) = δhΓ
(n) + Γ(n+1)δMsp, (73)
where δhΓ
(n) denotes variation only with respect to h,
keeping Msp fixed, i.e. δhG
−1 = δh. It is calculated by
using the identity δG = −GδG−1G. In particular,
δhTr[ln(−G−1(Msp))] = Tr[G(Msp)δh]. (74)
Substituting the above, the first variation of ln(Z) with
respect to δh reads
δ ln(Z[h]) = −NβU−1MspδMsp +NβΓ(1)δMsp
+ Tr[G(Msp)δh]− 1
2
Tr[WδW−1] (75)
and can be simplified by using
U−1MspδMsp = Γ(1)δMsp (76)
to
δ ln(Z[h]) = Tr[G(Msp)δh]− 1
2
Tr[WδW−1]. (77)
This closed form solution directly allows for variation cal-
culation
U−1δMsp = δhΓ(1) + Γ(2)δMsp, (78)
8and
δW−1 = −δhΓ(2) − Γ(3)δMsp, (79)
where we used Eq. (73), to obtain Eqs. (78) and (79).
The former equation directly yields
δMsp =WδhΓ
(1), (80)
which after substitution into the latter provides
δW−1 = −δhΓ(2) − Γ(3)WδhΓ(1). (81)
Thus, the first variation reads as
δ ln(Z[h]) = Tr[G(Msp)δh] +
1
2
Tr[WδhΓ
(2)]
+
1
2
Tr[WΓ(3)WδhΓ
(1)]. (82)
In particular, for
h(f) = fQ, (83)
the first term becomes
Tr[G(Msp)δh] = Tr[GQ]δf. (84)
The second variation leads to
δTr[G(Msp)δh] = −Tr[GQGQ](δf)2−NβW−1δMspδMsp
(85)
or, equivalently
δTr[G(Msp)δh] = βNκ(δf)
2−NβWδhΓ(1)δhΓ(1), (86)
where
δhΓ
(1)
(p,r) =
−δf
βN
Tr[GQGQ] (87)
and we denote
κ =
−1
βN
Tr[GQGQ]. (88)
Clearly, within the saddle-point approximation, the
second variation as well as the susceptibility, remain finite
for non-singularW. In order to investigate an instability
with non-singularW, a more advanced approximation is
needed. This is described in the next section.
B. Median-point approximation
As a next step, we apply a generalized saddle-point approximation to evaluate the partition function. The main
idea of the method is to perform a change in the integration variables before applying the saddle-point approximation,
to make it more efficient. The concept is illustrated for the simplest case of one-dimensional integrals in section VII.
Going back to the partition function, we follow the same approach as in the previous section and consider the Gaussian
integral
Zsp =
∫
d[Y] exp
(
−Ssp
~
− Nβ
2
W−1YY
)
, (89)
where W−1 is some fixed covariant tensor that does not depend on Y and the variables Y satisfy Y−p = η(Yp)∗.
Furthermore, we consider a change of variables Y → M in the integral, with dY(M) = Y′(M)dM. The notation
implies
dY (p,r) = Y
′(p,r)
(p′,r′)dM
(p′,r′). (90)
The change of variables leads to
Zsp =
∫
d[M] det[Y′(M)] exp
(
−Ssp
~
− Nβ
2
W−1Y(M)Y(M)
)
. (91)
Therefore, the power of the exponent transforms from the quadratic function into
Ssp(M) = Ssp + N~β
2
W−1Y(M)Y(M)) − ~Tr[ln(Y′)], (92)
where the last term comes from the Jacobian of the transformation. Choosing for convenience the integration variables
such that Y′(Msp) = I at the saddle point Y(Msp) = 0, we can perform the Gaussian integration to find
Zsp = exp(−Ssp/~) det[UW−1]−1/2. (93)
9Usually, the standard saddle-point approximation prescribes to first find the saddle point, and then to perform a
quadratic expansion around it. Here we adopt a different procedure, namely we consider integrals (partition functions)
that can be exactly mapped into the Gaussian integral by performing the appropriate change of variables. Analogously
to the saddle-point approximation, the function Ssp(M) in Eq. (92) is chosen such that it matches S(M) in Eq. (53)
in the vicinity of the saddle point Y(Msp) = 0 or, equivalently, the matching constraint for the difference
N~βL(M) ≡ S(M) − Ssp(M) (94)
vanishes in the vicinity of Msp, namely, L(Msp) = 0, dL(Msp) = 0, and all the higher differentials up to a certain
order k, dkL(Msp) = 0. This implies that
Ssp = S(Msp). (95)
Therefore, in 1D dL(Msp) would be the median point of the distribution, which coincides with the saddle point in
the Gaussian case. Substitution of the value Ssp results into
Z = exp
(−Nβ
2
U−1MspMsp +Tr[ln(−G−1(Msp))]− 1
2
Tr[ln(UW−1)]
)
, (96)
where we have taken into account that Tr[ln(Y′(Msp))] = 0. More explicitly, the constraint is obtained by substituting
Eq. (53), Eq. (92) and Eq. (95) into Eq. (94),
N~βL(M) =
N~β
2
U−1MM− ~Tr[ln(−G−1)] + ~Tr[ln(Y′)]− S(Msp)− N~β
2
W−1YY. (97)
In general, we denote
dKY (p,r) = Y
(K) (p,r)
(p1,r1)...(pK ,rK)
dM (p
K ,rK) . . . dM (p
1,r1). (98)
as
dKY = Y(K)
K︷ ︸︸ ︷
dM . . . dM . (99)
Moreover, for convenience we also denote
dMK =
K︷ ︸︸ ︷
dM . . . dM . (100)
For the more general cases of tensor products, we assume pairing and contraction of nearest indices, i.e. for a
covariant tensor A and a contravariant B
AB = A(p1,r1)...(pm,rm)B
(pm,rm)...(pn,rn) (101)
or
BA = B(p
1,r1)...(pm,rm)A(pm,rm)...(pn,rn). (102)
The product of a covariant tensor and the Y(K) derivative implies
AY(K) = A(p1,r1)...(pm,rm)Y
(K) (pm,rm)
(q1,r1)...(qK ,rK)
(103)
and the product of a contravariant tensor and the Y(K) derivative implies
Y(K)B = Y
(K) (q,s)
(p1,r1)...(pK ,rK)B
(pK ,rK)...(qn,rn). (104)
The first differential of L(M) is given by
dL(M) = U−1MdM− 1
Nβ
Tr[GdG−1] +
1
Nβ
Tr[d ln(Y′)]−W−1YdY, (105)
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with
Tr[d ln(Y′)] = Tr[(Y′)−1dY′].
The second differential
d2L(M) = U−1dM2 +
1
Nβ
Tr[(GdG−1)2] +
1
Nβ
Tr[d2 ln(Y′)]−W−1(dY2 +Yd2Y), (106)
with
Tr[d2 ln(Y′)] = Tr(Y′)−1d2Y′ − [(Y′)−1dY′]2.
The third differential
d3L(M) = − 2
Nβ
Tr[(GdG−1)3] +
1
Nβ
Tr[d3 ln(Y′)]−W−1(3d2YdY +Yd3Y), (107)
with
Tr[d3 ln(Y′)] = Tr{(Y′)−1d3Y′ − 3(Y′)−1dY′(Y′)−1d2Y′ + 2[(Y′)−1dY′]3}.
The forth differential, correspondingly
d4L(M) =
6
Nβ
Tr[(GdG−1)4] +
1
Nβ
Tr[d4 ln(Y′)]−W−1(4d3YdY + 3(d2Y)2 +Yd4Y), (108)
with
Tr[d4 ln(Y′)] = Tr{(Y′)−1d4Y′ − 4(Y′)−1dY′(Y′)−1d3Y′ − 3[(Y′)−1d2Y′]2
+ 12[(Y′)−1dY′]2(Y′)−1d2Y′ − 6[(Y′)−1dY′]4}.
As we can see, all the equations beyond the second differential involve the interaction term U only in the renor-
malized form, through W. Now, we require the vanishing of the differentials at the saddle point and recall that
Y(Msp) = 0. All the derivatives below are also evaluated at the point M = Msp, and we use Eq. (63). The first
differential yields
U−1MspdM = Γ(1)dM− 1
Nβ
Tr[Y′′dM], (109)
where the last term describes the contribution to the mean field, beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation. The second
differential yields
W−1dM2 = U−1dM2 − Γ(2)dM2 + 1
Nβ
Tr[Y′′′dM2 − (Y′′dM)2], (110)
where the term with the trace describes the contribution to the effective interaction beyond RPA. Eq. (109) constrains
the value of Msp, which is determined for a given value of Y
′′(Msp), while Eq. (110) relates the derivatives of the
variable transformation toW−1. Evaluating Eq. (107) and Eq. (108) atMsp and using that Y′(Msp) = I, we obtain
3W−1dMY′′dM2 = −Γ(3)dM3 + 1
Nβ
Tr[Y(4)dM3 − 3Y′′dMY′′′dM2 + 2(Y′′dM)3], (111)
and
W−1(4dMY′′′dM3 + 3(Y′′dM2)2) = −Γ(4)dM4 + 1
Nβ
Tr[d4 ln(Y′)], (112)
where
Tr[d4 ln(Y′)] = Tr[Y(5)dM4 − 4Y′′dMY(4)dM3 − 3(Y′′′dM2)2 + 12(Y′′dM)2Y′′′dM2 − 6(Y′′dM)4]. (113)
In general, we can parametrize the variable M as M(X), such that M(0) = Msp and M
′(0) = I and consider
X to be an independent variable, defining L˜(X) ≡ L(M(X)). Clearly, the equation dL˜(0) = 0 that constrains the
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value of M(0) does not depend on such parametrization. Moreover, all the k equations dL˜(0) = 0, d2L˜(0) = 0, ...,
dkL˜(0) = 0 are invariant with respect to the parametrization, i.e. they do not depend on the parametrization used
for their derivation. As we have already seen, the equation dL˜(0) = 0 constrains the value of M(0). Analogously,
the equation dkL˜(0) = 0 constrains the value of the derivative Y(k−1)(Msp). However, the k equations do not form
a closed system for the derivatives of Y at the saddle point, because the equations dk−1L˜(0) = 0 and dkL˜(0) = 0
involve derivatives Y(k)(Msp) and Y
(k+1)(Msp) for which there are no direct constraints within the system. These
higher-order terms appear due to the presence of dk−1Tr[ln(Y′)] and dkTr[ln(Y′)] in the equations. Once their values
are specified, the system of equations becomes closed. The asymptotic value of a derivative directly follows from the
equation of the corresponding order, when ‖W‖ → 0:
(k + 1)W−1dMY(k)dMk → −Γ(k+1)dMk+1 + 1
Nβ
Tr[Y(k+2)dMk+1]. (114)
However, for a generic system, the derivatives are not known. Therefore, for a non-perturbative approximation, the
simplest choice is to consider coordinate transformations that satisfy the system of k equations and haveY(k)(Msp) = 0
and Y(k+1)(Msp) = 0 at the saddle point (the constraints are specific to the particular parametrization, i.e. choosing
M as an independent variable). These constraints, in general, are not consistent with the higher-order equations,
implying that dmL(Msp) 6= 0 for m > k. This means that after such coordinate transformation, the saddle point is
not strictly quadratic,
Ssp(Y) = Ssp + N~β
2
W−1YY +O(Yk+1). (115)
With the above choice of the coordinate transformations, the k equations form a closed system of nonlinear tensorial
equations that completely determine the partition function Z[h]. Such approximation is a generalization of the saddle-
point approximation, i.e. k = 2 corresponds to the saddle-point approximation, while k = 3 introduces corrections
to the saddle point and the renormalized interaction term W−1. However, as we will see in Section VII, in the
case of scalar functions the constraints are not very suitable at the phase-transition point. Therefore, we are going
to consider a different approach, namely, the leading-order approximation for the derivatives, assuming that the
asymptotic behavior holds,
(k + 1)W−1dMY(k)dMk = −Γ(k+1)dMk+1 + 1
Nβ
Tr[Y(k+2)dMk+1]. (116)
The approach is independent from a particular choice of parametrization. Isolating Y(k), explicitly
Y
(k) (p,r)
(p1,r1)...(pk,rk)
dM (p
k,rk) . . .dM (p
1,r1) = − 1
(k + 1)
Γ
(k+1)
(q,s),(p1,r1)...(pk,rk)
dM (p
k,rk) . . .dM (p
1,r1)W (q,s),(p,r)
+
1
(k + 1)(Nβ)
Y
(k+2) (q1,s1)
(q1,s1),(q,s),(p1,r1)...(pk,rk)
dM (p
k,rk) . . . dM (p
1,r1)W (q,s),(p,r),
(117)
which can be verified by a direct substitution of Y(k) into Eq. (116). Taking its trace yields,
1
Nβ
Tr[Y(k)dMk−1] = − 1
(k + 1)Nβ
Tr[Γ(k+1)dMk−1W] +
1
(k + 1)(Nβ)2
Tr2[Y(k+2)dMkW]. (118)
The recursive relation leads to either even k-order in Y(k),
1
Nβ
Tr[Y′′dM] = −
∑
k=1
1
(2k + 1)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+1)dMWk] (119)
or to odd
1
Nβ
Tr[Y′′′dM2] = −
∑
k=1
2
(2k + 2)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+2)dM2Wk], (120)
where Trk denotes contraction over k pairs of indices. For example, for k = 1 the Tr contraction is performed over
(p2, r2) indices
1
3Nβ
Tr[Γ(3)dMW] =
1
3Nβ
Γ
(3)
(p2,r2),(p1,r1),(p,r)
dM (p,r)W (p1,r1),(p2,r2), (121)
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while for k = 2 the Tr2 contraction is performed over (p4, r4), (p3, r3) indices,
1
5!!(Nβ)2
Tr2[Γ(5)dMW2] =
1
5!!(Nβ)2
Γ
(5)
(p4,r4),(p3,r3),(p2,r2),(p1,r1),(p,r)
dM (p,r)W (p1,r1),(p3,r3)W (p2,r2),(p4,r4). (122)
Therefore, in the leading-order approximation, after substituting Eq. (119) into Eq. (109) one finds
U−1MspdM = Γ(1)dM+
∑
k=1
1
(2k + 1)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+1)dMWk], (123)
and equivalently, upon substituting Eq. (120) into Eq. (110) and neglecting higher-order non-linear terms,
W−1dM2 = U−1dM2 − Γ(2)dM2 −
∑
k=1
2
(2k + 2)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+2)dM2Wk]. (124)
Eq. (123) and Eq. (124) represent, respectively, the Hartree-Fock approximation and the RPA results, with the first-
order corrections in the fermionic loops Γ.
IV. CORRELATION FUNCTIONS AND LINEAR RESPONSE
Now that the formalism has been developed, we apply it to the calculation of correlation functions, which can be
promptly evaluated by taking functional derivatives with respect to the source h. In general, the following exact
relation holds,
Z = exp
(
−Nβ
2
U−1MspMsp +Tr[ln(−G−1(Msp))]− 1
2
Tr[ln(UW−1)]
)
, (125)
which in combination with a closed form solution forMsp andW
−1, determines Z[h] (recall thatMsp and W depend
on Γ, which on its turn depends on h, see Eq. (17)). Instead of Z itself, it is more convenient to use ln(Z), which is
ln(Z) = −Nβ
2
U−1MspMsp +Tr[ln(−G−1(Msp))]− 1
2
Tr[ln(UW−1)]. (126)
Now we return to Eq. (73), where δhΓ
(n) denotes variation with respect to h only, withMsp fixed, which is calculated
by using the identity δhG
−1 = δh. In particular,
δhTr[ln(−G−1(Msp))] = Tr[G(Msp)δh]. (127)
Differentiating Eq. (126) and using Eq. (127),we find that the first variation of ln(Z) with respect to δh reads
δ ln(Z[h]) = −NβU−1MspδMsp +NβΓ(1)δMsp +Tr[G(Msp)δh]− 1
2
Tr[WδW−1] (128)
and can be simplified by using Eq. (109) with dM substituted by δMsp,
U−1MspδMsp = Γ(1)δMsp − 1
Nβ
Tr[Y′′(Msp)δMsp] (129)
to yield
δ ln(Z[h]) = Tr[G(Msp)δh] + Tr[Y
′′(Msp)δMsp]− 1
2
Tr[WδW−1]. (130)
Moreover, in case h is related to a vector B as
hq,q′ =
∑
p,r
Rq,q′;p,rB
p,r, (131)
the variation of Γ(n) simplifies to
δΓ(n) = Γ(n+1)(δB+ δMsp). (132)
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Therefore, in the leading-order approximation, the variation of Eq. (123) reads
U−1δMspdM = Γ(2)(δB+ δMsp)dM+
∑
k=1
1
(2k + 1)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+2)(δB+ δMsp)dMW
k] +O(δW), (133)
where we used Eq. (132) and where δW is obtained by the variation of Eq. (124),
δW−1dM2 = −Γ(3)(δB+ δMsp)dM2 −
∑
k=1
2
(2k + 2)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+3)(δB+ δMsp)dM
2Wk] +O(δW). (134)
Introducing, for convenience, a symmetric tensor
VdM2 = Γ(2)dM2 +
∑
k=1
1
(2k + 1)!!(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+2)dM2Wk] (135)
and neglecting O(δW) yields
U−1δMsp = V(δB + δMsp), (136)
which leads to
δMsp = (I−UV)−1UVδB, (137)
or, equivalently,
δMsp = [I−W(W−1 −U−1 +V)]−1WVδB. (138)
Clearly, the instability appears whenW(W−1 −U−1 +V) acquires an eigenvalue equal or larger than one, i.e.
W−1δMspdM =
∑
k=1
(
1
(2k + 1)!!
− 2
(2k + 2)!!
)
1
(Nβ)k
Trk[Γ(2k+2)δMspdMW
k], (139)
where we substituted Eq. (135) and Eq. (124) into the eigenvalue equation. In Ref. [19] a fermionic system is investi-
gated in the presence of anisotropic Zeeman terms within the saddle-point approximation. In that case, the right-hand
side of Eq. (139) vanishes andW is the effective RPA interaction, corresponding to the generalized susceptibility, the
divergence of which signals the transition into a spin-charge-density wave phase. With the formalism developed here,
the corrections to this result could be promptly evaluated.
V. COOPER PAIR INSTABILITY
The previous section describes a transition into a spin-charge-density wave phase as an instability of the saddle-
point value Msp. In the present section, we are considering an instability towards Cooper pair formation, which is
signalled by the divergence of the corresponding correlation function, defined in Eq. (49). Namely, the correlation
function is generated when adding a source term of the BCS form∑
q1,q2
a†q1,↑∆
∗
q1,−q1a
†
−q1,↓aq2,↑∆q2,−q2a−q2,↓ (140)
and differentiating with respect to ∆ and ∆∗. This term can be interpreted as a pairing interaction term∑
q1,q2
ρaq1,q2a
†
q1,↑a
†
−q1,↓aq2,↑a−q2,↓ (141)
where ρaq1,q2 = ∆
∗
q1,−q1∆q2,−q2 . This is a specific case of the more general interaction defined earlier by Eq. (25),
which depends on the total inbound momentum,
U
(p,r),(p′,r′)
q1+q′1
= δq1+q′1,0δq1−q2,pδp+p′,0∆
∗
q1,q′1
∆q2,q′2Q
r,r′ , (142)
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with some matrix Qr,r
′
. In particular, the term is equivalently represented as a result of integrating out the auxiliary
fields h↑ and h↓ ∑
q1,q2
(ψ†q1P
a
↑ψq2h
a
q1,q2,↑ + ψ
†
q1
Pa↓ψq2h
a
q1,q2,↓ − (ρaq1,q2)−1haq1,q2,↑ha−q1,−q2,↓), (143)
where P↑ and P↓ are such that ψ†q1P
a
↑ψq2 = a
†
q1,↑aq2,↑ and ψ
†
q1
Pa↓ψq2 = a
†
q1,↓aq2,↓. This allows us to investigate
the stability of the system with respect to the presence of the pairing interaction. In general, the divergence of the
derivatives of ln(Z[h]) signal a phase transition. Our partition function is determined byMsp andW. For spin- and
charge-density wave formation, the instability is signaled by a divergence of the derivative of Msp, whereas pairing
arises from a divergence in the derivative ofW. Below, we demonstrate that the divergence of the second derivative of
ln(Z[h]) is caused by an instability of the renormalized interactionW towards acquiring a dependence on the inbound
momentum, which corresponds to the emergence of the pairing interaction of the form
(W−1)q+q
′
(p,r),(p′,r′)M
(p,r)
q M
(p′,r′)
q′ . (144)
Let us investigate the response of the system to an infinitesimally small interaction that depends on the total
inbound momentum. Because ln(Z[h]) has the term Tr[ln(W−1)], the second variation of ln(Z[h]) has the term
δρTr[ln(W
−1)] = δhδh′Tr[ln(W−1)]. (145)
The first variation yields
δTr[ln(W−1)] = Tr[WδW−1], (146)
which after substitution of Eq. (124) becomes
Tr[WδW−1] = −Tr[WδΓ(2)]−
∑
k=1
2
(2k + 2)!!(Nβ)k
Trk+1[Wδ(Γ(2k+2)Wk)]. (147)
The second variation yields
δTr[WδW−1] = Tr[Wδ2W−1]− Tr[(WδW−1)2]. (148)
In particular, the expression for Tr[Wδ2W−1] is given by
Tr[Wδ2W−1] = −Tr[Wδhδh′Γ(2)]−
∑
k=2
2
(2k)!!(Nβ)k−1
Trk[δhδh′Γ
(2k)Wk] +O(δW) +O(δMsp). (149)
The first term has δhδh′Γ
(2), which is more explicitly
Tr[Wδhδh′Γ
(2)] =W (p,r),(p
′,r′)δhδh′Γ
(2)
(p,r),(p′,r′), (150)
is nothing but
Tr[Wδ2hΓ
(2)] =
−2
βN
W (p,r),(p
′,r′)
∑
q,q′,h,h′
Tr[δhRGq,q′;p,rδh′RGq′,q;p′,r′ +RGq,q′;p,rδhδh′RGq′,q;p′,r′ ], (151)
where we used Eq. (67). Recalling that δhG = −GδhG, the first term is
−2
βN
W (p,r),(p
′,r′)
∑
q,...,q2,q′,...,q′2,h,h
′
Tr[RGq,q1;p,rδhq1,q′1Gq′1,q′RGq′,q′2;p′,r′δh
′
q′2,q2
Gq2,q]. (152)
The higher-order terms corresponding to the ’wheel’ diagram have an analogous form
∑
q,...,qk+1,q′,...,q′k+1,h,h
′
−(2k)!!
(Nβ)k
Tr[δhq′,qk+1Gqk+1,qkRGqk,qk−1;pk,rk ...RGq1,q;p1,r1
× δh′q,q′
k+1
Gq′
k+1
,q′
k
RGq′
k
,q′
k−1
;p′
k
,r′
k
...RGq′1,q′;p′1,r′1 ]W
(p1,r1),(p
′
1,r
′
1)...W (pk,rk),(p
′
k,r
′
k),
(153)
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q q′
−q′ −q
Figure 1: The ’wheel’ diagram in particle-hole channel
q q′
−q −q′
Figure 2: The ’ladder’ diagram in particle-particle channel
where the prefactor (2k)!! reflects the symmetry of the corresponding diagram. The variations are such that for any
matrix A and B of appropriate dimensions
1
Nβ
∑
q1,q′1
Tr[Aδh(q1,q
′
1)Bδh
′(q′1,q1)] =
1
Nβ
Tr[A∆BT∆†]. (154)
Thus, the ’wheel’ diagram represented in Fig. 1 effectively transforms into the ’ladder’ diagram in Fig. 2
∑
q,...,qk+1,q′,...,q′k+1
−(2k)!!
(Nβ)k
Tr[Gqk+1,qk ...RGq1,q;p1,r1∆q,q′RG
T
q′,q′1;p
′
1,r
′
1
...RGTq′
k−1,q
′
k
;p′,r′G
T
q′
k
,q′
k+1
∆
†
q′
k+1
,qk+1
]×
×W (p1,r1),(p′1,r′1)...W (pk,rk),(p′k,r′k).
(155)
Considering a ∆ such that
1
Nβ
∑
q1,q′1
RGq2,q1;p2,r2∆q1,q′1RG
T
q′1,q
′
2;p
′
2,r
′
2
W (p2,r2),(p
′
2,r
′
2) = λ∆q2,q′2 , (156)
the expression simplifies to
− (2k)!!λk
∑
qk,qk+1,q′k,q
′
k+1
Tr[Gqk+1,qk∆qk,q′kG
T
q′
k
,q′
k+1
∆
†
q′
k+1,qk+1
]. (157)
After substituting Eq. (157) into Eq. (149) and performing a resummation of the leading terms, we obtain
Tr[Wδ2W−1] =
2λ
1− λ
∑
q1,q2,q′1,q
′
2
Tr[Gq2,q1∆q1,q′1G
T
q′1,q
′
2
∆
†
q′2,q2
] +O(λ), (158)
where we used ∑
k=1
λk =
λ
1− λ. (159)
Eq. (158) implies that the instability appears when λ = 1. Therefore, the instability condition is
1
Nβ
∑
q1,q′1
Rq2,q2−p;p,rGq2−p,q1∆q1,q′1G
T
q′1,q
′
2−p′R
T
q′2−p′,q′2;p′,r′W
(p,r),(p′,r′) =∆q2,q′2 , (160)
for some ∆. Furthermore, for a homogeneous system with Gq,q′ = G(q)δq,q′ , W
(p,r),(p′,r′) =W rr
′
(p)δp,−p′ and for
∆q1,q′1 =∆(q1)δq1,−q′1 the equation simplifies further,
1
N~2β
∑
q1,r,r′
PrηrrG(q1)∆(q1)G
T (−q1)(Pr
′
)T ηr′r′W
rr′(q2 − q1) =∆(q2), (161)
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where we substitute p = q2−q1. In particular, let us assume that G and P commute and that W rr′(p) =W (p)ηrr′ ,
i.e. has the same form as the bare interaction U. In this case
1
N~2β
∑
q1,r
G(q1)P
rηrr∆(q1)(P
r)TGT (−q1)W (q2 − q1) =∆(q2). (162)
Taking into account that∑
r,r′
(Pr)TPr
′
ηrr′ = 0, (163)
due to the property of Pauli matrices∑
i
σTi σi = I, (164)
then if the matrix ∆ commutes with the Pr matrices,
only the trivial solution ∆ = 0 exists. On the other
hand, ∑
i
σTi σ2σi = −3σ2, (165)
leads to ∑
r,r′
(Pr)TP3Pr
′
ηrr′ = −P3, (166)
with analogous expression for P7. Therefore, we look
for a spin-dependent solution in the form ∆(q) = (P3 +
P7)∆(q). In this case,
− 1
N~2β
∑
q1
W (q2−q1)G(q1)∆(q1)GT (−q1) =∆(q2).
(167)
Now we consider two special cases:
1) When there is neither interaction nor hopping between
identical sublattices, the corresponding equations decou-
ple
− 1
N~2β
∑
q1
W (q2 − q1)G(q1)G(−q1)∆(q1) = ∆(q2).
(168)
Now, we observe that in case W (q) is a slowly varying
function, there exists a solution ∆(q) to Eq. (168) that is
also a slowly varying function, if the following condition
holds
− 1
N~2β
∑
q
G(q)G(−q)W (q) = 1, (169)
which is equivalent to the Cooper instability condition,
establishing a relation between the critical temperature
Tc and the frequency ωD of the renormalized interaction
W (Debye frequency),
kBTc =
2eγ
pi
ωD exp
[
− 1
W0D(0)
]
, (170)
where γ is the Euler constant and D(0) is the density of
states at the Fermi energy. Above the Debye frequency,
W vanishes.
2) Assume thatW (q) does not depend on the Matsubara
frequency, i.e. W (q) = Wk. In this case, ∆(q) = ∆k
does not depend on the frequency either, and we perform
a Matsubara summation in Eq. (168) following the same
procedure as described in the Appendix A. Taking into
account that H−k = HTk , the summation yields
− 1
N
∑
k′
Wk−k′
1− 2nF (Ek′)
2Ek′
∆k′ = ∆k, (171)
which corresponds to the BCS gap equation in the limit
of an infinitesimal gap, with a difference that, Eq. (171)
involves the renormalized interaction W instead of the
bare U that usually enters mean-filed theory results. It is
particularly interesting to analyze Eq. (171) for solutions
with nontrivial dependence on momentum, in particular,
of the form, ∑
Ek=E
∆k = 0, (172)
for any energy level E. In this case, any shift of W is
irrelevant,20 ∑
k′
W0
1− 2nF (Ek′)
2Ek′
∆k′ = 0. (173)
In Eq. (171), Wk is a renormalized interaction, which
accounts for screening. Namely, it is weakly repulsive
for small momenta, but strongly repulsive for the values
leading to nesting of the Fermi surface.
VI. YANG-MILLS GENERALIZATION
Yang-Mills fields are gauge fields, conventionally de-
noted by A, with the action
SF = −1
2
∫
d4xTr(FµνFµν), (174)
where Fµν = T
aF aµν are T
a generator weighted. The
generators satisfy
Tr(TaTb) =
1
2
δab, (175)
where δab is the Kronecker delta and
[Ta,Tb] = ifabcTc, (176)
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where fabc are structure constants of the Lie algebra.
The covariant derivative
Dµ = ∂µ − igTaAaµ, (177)
implies
F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gfabcAbµAcν . (178)
From now on we consider ~ = 1. The partition function
for Yang-Mills fields has the form
Z =
∫
d[A]d[c]d[c]ei(SF+Sgf+Sg), (179)
where
Sgf = − 1
2ξ
∫
d4x(∂ · A)2 (180)
is the gauge fixing term and
Sg =
∫
d4x(ca∂µ∂
µca + gcafabc∂µA
bµcc) (181)
corresponds to the Faddeev-Popov ghost field.
Now, we consider the corresponding Euclidean action. At finite temperature T , the partition function reads
Z =
∫
d[A]d[c]d[c]e−S[A,c
†,c], (182)
where the Euclidean action is
S[A, c†, c] = 1
2
∫
d4xTr(FµνFµν) +
1
2ξ
∫
d4x(∂ ·A)2 +
∫
d4x(ca∂µ∂
µca + gcafabc∂µA
bµcc). (183)
Defining the Fourier transformations,
ca(τ,x) =
1√
V β
∑
ωn,k
ψaωn,ke
−iωnτ+ik·x (184)
and
Aaµ(τ,x) = g−1
∑
Ωn,k
MaµΩn,ke
−iΩnτ+ik·x, (185)
with V denoting the volume, allows us to rewrite the action as
S = −
∑
q,q′
ψ†q · (G−10 q,q′ +Cq,q′) · ψq′ + S2, (186)
where q = (ωn,k) is a combined frequency-momentum vector and we denote ψq the spinor with components ψ
a
q.
Because the transformation fromMaµj (τ) toM
aµ
ωn,k
is not unitary, the path-integral measure is adjusted by a constant
factor. The fermionic Green’s function reads
Gab0 q,q′ = q
−2δabδq,q′. (187)
The coupling with the fermionic field is linear in the bosonic fields and has the form
Cq,q′ = Rq,q′;p,bµM
p,bµ, (188)
with
Rbcq,q′;p,aµ = −pµ exp(iζq0)(Pa)bcδq−q′,p, (189)
where, for a given p, aµ indicates a component of the vectorMp and generators in the adjoint representation
(Pa)
bc = −ifabc. (190)
The exponential prefactor originates from the earlier mentioned operator ordering, with ζ → 0+. Now we introduce
the inverse Green’s function as
G−1q,q′(M) = G
−1
0 q,q′ +Rq,q′;p,aµM
p,aµ + hq,q′ , (191)
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where a generating field h is added. Omitting the q,q′ indices, the equation reads
G−1(M) = G−10 +Rp,aµM
p,aµ + h. (192)
In this notation
S2 = V β
4g2
δp,−p′F (p,aµν)F (p
′,a)
µν +
V β
2g2ξ
pµpνδp,−p′M (p,aµ)M (p
′,aν), (193)
where
F (p,aµν) = ipµM (p,aν) − ipνM (p,aµ) + fabcδp,p1+p2M (p1,bµ)M (p2,cν). (194)
Substituting Eq. (194) into Eq. (193) yields
S2 = V β
2
U−1MM− 2V β
3
Λ(3)MMM− V β
6
Λ(4)MMMM, (195)
where we introduce the symmetric covariant tensor U−1 acting on the two contravariant vectorsM and omit indices
in the following tensorial notation
(U−1)(p,aµ),(p′,bν)M (p,aµ)M (p
′,bν) = U−1MM. (196)
Choosing the Feynman gauge ξ = 1, the tensor is
(U−1)(p,aµ),(p′,bν) = g−2p2ηµνδp,−p′δab. (197)
The other symmetric tensors are
Λ
(3)
(p1,aµ),(p2,bν),(p3,cλ)
≡ −ig−2fabc[(p1 − p2)ληµν + (p2 − p3)µηνλ + (p3 − p1)νηµλ]δp1+p2+p3,0 (198)
and
Λ
(4)
(p1,aµ),(p2,bν),(p3,cλ),(p4,dσ)
≡− g−2[fabef cde(ηµληνσ − ηµσηνλ) + facef bde(ηµνησλ − ηµσηνλ)+
+ fadef bce(ηµνησλ − ηµληνσ)]δp1+p2+p3+p4,0,
(199)
where η is now corresponding to the Euclidean signature, i.e. ηµν = δµν . The partition function in the generic
notation is
Z[h] =
∫
d[ψ†]d[ψ]d[M] exp
[
ψ†G−1(M)ψ − V β
2
U−1M2 +
V β
3!
Λ(3)M3 +
V β
4!
Λ(4)M4
]
. (200)
Integration over the fermionic fields yields
Z[h] =
∫
d[M] exp(−S(M)), (201)
where
S(M) = V β
(
1
2
U−1M2 − 1
3!
Λ(3)M3 − 1
4!
Λ(4)M4
)
− Tr[ln(−G−1(M)). (202)
Following the median approximation framework, the first differential yields
U−1MspdM =
1
2
Λ(3)M2spdM+
1
3!
Λ(4)M3spdM+ Γ
(1)dM− 1
V β
Tr[Y′′dM], (203)
where the last term describes the contribution to the mean field, beyond the Hartree-Fock approximation. The second
differential yields
W−1dM2 = U−1dM2 − Λ(3)MspdM2 − 1
2
Λ(4)M2spdM
2 − Γ(2)dM2 + 1
V β
Tr[Y′′′dM2 − (Y′′dM)2], (204)
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where the term with the trace describes the contribution to the effective interaction beyond RPA. Eq. (203) constrains
the value of Msp, which is determined for a given value of Y
′′(Msp), while Eq. (204) relates the derivatives of the
variable transformation to W−1. Evaluating higher differentials, we obtain
3W−1dMY′′dM2 = −Λ(3)dM3−Λ(4)MspdM3−Γ(3)dM3+ 1
V β
Tr[Y(4)dM3−3Y′′dMY′′′dM2+2(Y′′dM)3] (205)
and
W−1(4dMY′′′dM3 + 3(Y′′dM2)2) = −Λ(4)dM4 − Γ(4)dM4 + 1
V β
Tr[d4 ln(Y′)]. (206)
The expression for the forth differential of Tr[ln(Y′)] is explicitly given by Eq. (113). Moreover, the asymptotic
relations for derivatives higher than four are also the same because the terms proportional to Λ(3) and Λ(4) vanish.
Similar agruments as in Section V on the Cooper instability should hold, leading to
1
V β
∑
q1,q′1
Rq2,q2−p;p,aµGq2−p,q1∆q1,q′1G
T
q′1,q
′
2−p′R
T
q′2−p′,q′2;p′,bνW
(p,aµ),(p′,bν) =∆q2,q′2, (207)
for some ∆. Furthermore, for a homogeneous system with Gq,q′ = G(q)δq,q′ , W
(p,aµ),(p′,bν) = ηµνW ab(p)δp,−p′ and
for ∆q1,q′1 =∆(q1)δq1,−q′1 the equation simplifies to
− 1
V β
∑
q1,aµ,bν
(q2 − q1)2PaG(q1)∆(q1)GT (−q1)(Pb)TW ab(q2 − q1) =∆(q2). (208)
Now, we suppose thatW has the same form as U, namely,
W(p,aµ),(p
′,bν) = g2(p)p−2ηµνδp,−p′δab, (209)
with G(q) = G(q)I and ∆(q) = ∆(q)I. Then, Eq. (208) can be rewritten as
N
V β
∑
q1
g2(q2 − q1)G(q1)G(−q1)∆(q1) = ∆(q2), (210)
where we used the anti-symmetric property of Pa
(Pa)
T = −Pa (211)
and the identity
PaPa = NI, (212)
for SU(N) group. Note that in case g2(q) is a
slowly varying function, there exists a solution ∆(q) to
Eq. (210) which is also a slowly varying function, if the
following approximate condition holds
N
V β
∑
q
G(q)G(−q)g2(q) = 1, (213)
which is analogous to the Cooper instability condition.
In order to perform the summation, we consider g2(q) as
a constant g2(0) and assume that the terms in the sum
become zero for frequencies above the cut-off frequency,
|ωn| < ωc.
N
V β
∑
q
G(q)G(−q)g2(q) = g
2(0)N
V β
∑
|ωn|<ωc
∑
k
1
(ω2n + k
2)2
.
(214)
In the continuum limit,
1
V
∑
k
1
(ω2n + k
2)2
=
1
8pi|ωn| . (215)
Substituting Eq. (215) into Eq. (214) and recalling the
definition of ωn yields
g2(0)
8piβ
∑
|ωn|<ωD
1
|ωn| =
g2(0)
16pi2
∑
n<βωc/2pi
2
2n+ 1
. (216)
In the limit of a large number of terms, we approximate
the sum by its asymptotic, which leads to
Ng2(0)
16pi2
[γ + ln(2βωc/pi)] = 1, (217)
Neglecting dependency of g2(0) on temperature yields
explicit expression for the critical temperature
kBTc =
2eγ
pi
ωc exp
[
− 16pi
2
Ng2(0)
]
. (218)
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Thus, we have demonstrated that there exists a critical
temperature, at which an infinitesimal gap emerges, sug-
gesting a possible ghost condensation, analogous to ear-
lier discussions in Refs. [21,22]. Furthermore, by analogy
with BCS, we can argue that the gap at zero temperature
∆ is of the the same order as the critical temperature Tc.
VII. MEDIAN-POINT APPROXIMATION FOR
ONE-DIMENSIONAL INTEGRALS
Until now, we used the multivariate approximation to
the lowest order beyond the saddle-point approximation.
Now, we will take into account higher orders but specifi-
cally for one-dimensional integrals for simplicity.
For convenience, let us consider the function
F (x0) =
∫ x0
−∞
exp[−f(x)]dx, (219)
where f(x) ∈ R is a real function and, clearly, f(x) =
− ln[−F ′(x)]. We are interested to find the value of the
integral when x0 → ∞, i.e. the value of F (∞) (clearly,
F (−∞) = 0). In general, the function F (x) can not
be expressed in terms of elementary functions and some
approximations have to be made. One of the simplest ap-
proximations used in such cases is the Laplace’s approx-
imation. However, the approximation is not effective or
not applicable if the second derivative vanishes (or close
to zero) at the critical point xc (defined by f
′(xc) = 0).
Therefore, we consider a generalization of the Laplace’s
method. First, we consider an invertible change of the
integration variable from x to y related as y(x) (and
having an inverse function x(y) with x′(0) = 1), with
y(±∞) = ±∞. Then, we denote y(x0) = y0 and the
integral becomes
F (x0) =
∫ y(x0)
−∞
exp[−f(x(y)) + ln (x′(y))]dy. (220)
For convenience, we denote g(y) = f(x(y)) − ln (x′(y))
such that
F (x0) =
∫ y0
−∞
exp[−g(y)]dy (221)
Suppose that the change of the integration variable can
be done, such that the function g(y) has the form
g(y) = g(0) +
γ
2
y2 + rn(y), (222)
where derivatives r
(k)
n (0) = 0 for k ≤ n (rn(0) = 0 by
definition) for some n. This implies the relation
f(x(y))− ln (x′(y)) = f(x(0)) + γ
2
y2 + rn(y). (223)
Alternatively, we can consider the variable transforma-
tion not as x(y) but as y(x), which often turns out to be
more convenient. Denoting xm = x(0), the relation reads
γ
2
y2(x) = f(x) + ln (y′(x)) − f(xm)− r˜n(x). (224)
where r˜n(x) ≡ rn(y(x)). One observes that r˜(k)n (xm) = 0
for k ≤ n (with differentiation now performed with re-
spect to x). This allows us to give an alternative inter-
pretation to the same change of variables. Namely, the
change of variables in the Gaussian integral∫ y0
−∞
exp
(
−γ
2
y2
)
dy =
∫ x0
−∞
exp[−f(x)+f(xm)+r˜n(x)]dx.
(225)
Defining
Fn(x0) ≡
∫ x0
−∞
exp[−f(x) + r˜n(x)]dx (226)
and recalling that∫ y0
−∞
exp
(
−γ
2
y2
)
dy =
√
2pi
γ
Φ(
√
γy0), (227)
where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution, we can give a formal ex-
plicit relation for the variable change, having√
2pi
γ
Φ(
√
γy) = Fn(x) exp[f(xm)]. (228)
Evaluating Eq. (228) at y = 0 results into√
pi
2γ
= Fn(xm) exp[f(xm)], (229)
whereas evaluating at y →∞ leads to√
2pi
γ
= Fn(∞) exp[f(xm)]. (230)
Combining Eq. (229) and Eq. (230) yields
Fn(∞) = 2Fn(xm), (231)
which confirms that xm is indeed the median point for
Fn(x), as expected for the invertible change of variables.
Substituting Eq. (229) into Eq. (228) and applying the
inverse of the cumulative distribution function yields
y =
1√
γ
Φ−1
(
Fn(x)
Fn(∞)
)
. (232)
The value of γ is such that y′(xm) = 1. It follows from
Eq. (230) that
Fn(∞) =
√
2pi
γ
exp[−f(xm)] (233)
and to find the value Fn(∞) it is sufficient to know γ and
xm. Clearly, for the case n→ ∞, i.e. r˜(x) = 0, one sees
in Eq. (226) that
Fn(x)→ F (x). (234)
In this limit, the expression for the new variables is not
very helpful when F (x) is unknown and the objective is
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to find F (∞). However, we can consider the variable
transformation for a certain n and use it to find an ap-
proximation for F (∞) that would approach the exact
value in the limit n → ∞. We can achieve this by dif-
ferentiating Eq. (224) with respect to x and evaluating it
at the point xm. For illustration, the case with n ≥ 4 is
considered. The first derivative is
γy(x)y′(x) = f ′(x) + y′(x)−1y′′(x)− r˜′n(x), (235)
which yields
f ′(xm) = −y′′(xm). (236)
The second derivative is
γ[y(x)y′′(x) + y′2(x)] = f ′′(x) + y′(x)−1y′′′(x) − y′(x)−2y′′2(x) − r˜′′n(x), (237)
which yields
γ = f ′′(xm) + y′′′(xm)− y′′2(xm). (238)
Furthermore, the third derivative is
γ[y(x)y′′′(x) + 3y′(x)y′′(x)] = f ′′′(x) +
d3
dx3
ln (y′(x)) − r˜′′′n (x), (239)
where
d3
dx3
ln (y′(x)) = y′(x)−1y(4)(x) − 3y′(x)−2y′′(x)y′′′(x) + 2y′(x)−3y′′3(x), (240)
which yields
3γy′′(xm) = f ′′′(xm) + y(4)(xm)− 3y′′(xm)y′′′(xm) + 2y′′3(xm). (241)
The fourth derivative is
γ[y(x)y(4)(x) + 3y′′2(x) + 4y′(x)y′′′(x)] = f (4)(xm) +
d4
dx4
ln (y′(x)) − r˜(4)n (x), (242)
where
d4
dx4
ln (y′(x)) = y′(x)−1y(5)(x)− 4y′(x)−2y′′(x)y(4)(x) − 3y′(x)−2y′′′2(x) (243)
+ 12y′(x)−3y′′2(x)y′′′(x) − 6y′(x)−4y′′4(x), (244)
which yields
γ[3y′′2(xm)+ 4y′′′(xm)] = f (4)(xm) + y(5)(xm)− 4y′′(x)y(4)(xm)− 3y′′′2(xm) + 12y′′2(xm)y′′′(xm)− 6y′′4(xm). (245)
It follows directly from the equations that in the asymp-
totic limit γ →∞
y(k)(xm)→ f
(k+1)(xm)
(k + 1)γ
. (246)
As it was already observed earlier, in order to quantify
F (∞) it is sufficient to know γ and xm. These can be
found when y′′(xm) and y′′′(xm) are known, which, in
turn, depend on y(4)(xm) and y
(5)(xm), and so on. In
other words, the above four equations or any other finite
number of equations do not form a closed system. How-
ever, in case some finite order n ≥ 3 is chosen, the first n
equations do form an undetermined system of equations
with n+2 unknown variables. Thus, two additional con-
strains have to be chosen in order to find a closed solu-
tion. γ corresponds to a real and non-negative solution.
Preferably, the constraints are chosen such that the re-
sulting approximation for F (∞) would be close to and
approach the exact value in the limit n → ∞. One of
the simplest assumptions is to choose y(n)(xm) = 0 and
y(n+1)(xm) = 0, which is motivated if the function behav-
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ior in the vicinity of xm is expected to be more important
than away from it.
Let us consider a simple example for illustration, with
a symmetric function f(−x) = f(x). In this case, the
median xm = 0 and y(−x) = −y(x), which implies
y(2k)(0) = 0 for any positive integer k, which yields the
two equations (all derivatives are evaluated at zero):
γ = f ′′ + y′′′ (247)
and
4γy′′′ = f (4) + y(5) − 3y′′′2. (248)
Clearly, in the asymptotic limit γ →∞
y′′′ → f
(4)
4γ
. (249)
Combining Eq. (247) and Eq. (248) yields
y(5) = 7γ2 − 10γf ′′ + 3f ′′2 − f (4), (250)
which implies that when γ → 0 following asymptotic γ →
γa then, clearly,
y(5) → 7γ2a − 10γaf ′′ + 3f ′′2 − f (4). (251)
Moreover, the next order equation is
6γy(5)+10γy′′′2 = f (6)+y(7)−15y(5)y′′′+30y′′′3, (252)
which implies
γy(5) → f
(6)
6
. (253)
Considering the case n = 4 and choosing the simple con-
straint y(5) = 0 yields the following equation for γ:
7γ2 − 10γf ′′ + 3f ′′2 − f (4) = 0. (254)
The quadratic equation has two roots. If real, the largest
root of the equation is
γ =
1
7
(5f ′′ +
√
4f ′′2 + 7f (4)), (255)
which is the only solution consistent with the trivial solu-
tion γ = f ′′ when f (4) = 0. Moreover, given the other pa-
rameters are kept fixed, in the asymptotic limit f ′′ →∞
γ = f ′′ +
f (4)
4f ′′
+ o
(
f (4)
f ′′
)
, (256)
i.e. γ → f ′′ as expected and in line with the asymptotic.
However, the approximation breaks at α = −
√
f(4)
3 ,
whereas the Laplace’s approximation breaks already at
the critical point f ′′ = 0. In this case
γ =
√
f (4)
7
, (257)
This result implicitly requires f (4) ≥ 0, since in the oppo-
site case the convergence of the integral would be driven
by even higher derivatives, such as f (6), which would need
to be taken into account. This is the case when the level
of approximation is n = 6. Then, choosing the simple
constraint y(7) = 0, yields the following equations for γ
and y(5):
7γ2 − 10γf ′′ + 3f ′′2 − f (4) − y(5) = 0, (258)
and
6γy(5) + 10γy′′′2 = f (6) − 15y(5)y′′′ + 30y′′′3 (259)
which yields, after substitution of γ = f ′′ + y′′′ and sim-
plification, the following equation
127γ3 − 245f ′′γ2 + (133f ′′2 − 21f (4))γ − 15f ′′3
+15f ′′f (4) − f (6) = 0 (260)
The cubic equation has three roots and the most ap-
propriate has to be selected. First, consider the three
trivial cases:
1) when f (4) = 0 and f (6) = 0, then
γ = f ′′ (261)
2) when f ′′ = 0 and f (6) = 0, then
γ =
√
21f (4)
127
(262)
3) when f ′′ = 0 and f (4) = 0, then
γ =
3
√
f (6)
127
. (263)
As in the previous case, the largest real root has the
required asymptotic behavior. In general, defining
C =
3
√
(d1 −
√
d21 − 4d30
2
, (264)
with
d0 = 9352f
′′2 + 8001f (4) (265)
and
d1 = 1300160f
′′3 + 651510f ′′f (4) − 435483f (6), (266)
the equation is solved by
xk = − 1
381
(−245f ′′ + rkC + d0
rkC
) (267)
with
r = −1
2
+
i
√
3
2
(268)
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for non zero C. Following this root definition, the cases 1
and 2 are given by x2 root, while the case 3 is given by
x1 root. Apparently, moving in the parameter space to
the case 3 from the other cases should have a point with
a multiple root, since the roots are continuous functions
of the parameters.
Assuming the largest real root to be the approximate
solution in general, we can check convergence of the ap-
proximation with increasing its order. One of the sim-
plest cases is
f(x) =
1
2
αx2 +
1
24
x4. (269)
Then, f ′′ = α and f (4) = 1. Clearly, the integral always
converges for all values of α, which implies that γ > 0.
In the asymptotic limit α→∞
γ → α. (270)
On the other hand, in the asymptotic limit α → −∞,
according to the Laplace’s approximation,
γ → −α
2
exp(−3α2). (271)
Considering different approximation orders, the corresponding polynomial equations for γ are:
n = 2 : γ = α
n = 4 : −7γ2 + 10αγ − 3α2 + 1 = 0
n = 6 : −127γ3 + 245αγ2 + (−133α2 + 21)γ + 15α3 − 15α = 0
n = 8 : −4369γ4 + 10668αγ3 + (−8526α2 + 882)γ2 + (2332α3 − 1044α)γ − 105α4 + 210α2 − 35 = 0
n = 10 : −243649γ5+ 720885αγ4 + (−762762α2 + 58674)γ3 + (336490α3 − 99330α)γ2+
+ (−51909α4 + 44286α2 − 3311)γ + 945α5 − 3150α3 + 1575α = 0
n = 12 : −20036983γ6+ 69683614αγ5 + (−91840749α2 + 5622903)γ4 + (56153812α3− 12422124α)γ3+
+ (−15368353α4 + 8690682α2 − 427427)γ2 + (1419054α5 − 1937676α3 + 413426α)γ−
− 10395α6 + 51975α4 − 51975α2 + 5775 = 0
n = 14 : −2280356863γ7+ 9116827265αγ6+ (−14389666291α2+ 731677947)γ5+
+ (11267672845α3− 1996130565α)γ4+ (−4478302829α4+ 1909193286α2− 70301231)γ3+
+ (810069715α5− 735563010α3 + 103897885α)γ2+
+ (−46378977α6 + 91848927α4− 37600109α2 + 1783551)γ+
+ 135135α7 − 945945α5 + 1576575α3 − 525525α = 0
(272)
The parameter range with positive real solutions occurs for values of α larger than the following
n = 2 : α = 0
n = 4 : −3α2 + 1 = 0⇒ α ≈ −0.57735
n = 6 : 15α3 − 15α = 0⇒ α = −1
n = 8 : −105α4 + 210α2 − 35 = 0⇒ α ≈ −1.34777
n = 10 : 945α5 − 3150α3 + 1575α = 0⇒ α ≈ −1.64947
n = 12 : −10395α6 + 51975α4 − 51975α2 + 5775 = 0⇒ α ≈ −1.91926
n = 14 : 135135α7 − 945945α5 + 1576575α3 − 525525α = 0⇒ α ≈ −2.16532
(273)
When assessing convergence with increasing order at α ≥ 0, the most relevant is the convergence at the critical point
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α = 0, since the approximations converge with growing α. The polynomial equations become:
n = 2 : γ = 0
n = 4 : −7γ2 + 1 = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.37796
n = 6 : −127γ3 + 21γ = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.40664
n = 8 : −4369γ4 + 882γ2 − 35 = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.38419
n = 10 : −34807γ5 + 8382γ3 − 473γ = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.38801
n = 12 : −20036983γ6+ 5622903γ4− 427427γ2 + 5775 = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.39369
n = 14 : −2280356863γ7+ 731677947γ5− 70301231γ3 + 1783551γ = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.38856
n = 16 : −49020204823γ8+ 17712692972γ6− 2060481566γ4+ 78545236γ2− 375375 = 0⇒ γ ≈ 0.38909
(274)
That indeed demonstrates convergence to the exact value
β = 4pi√
6
Γ(14 )
−2 (≈ 0.3903) with increasing the approx-
imation order. Clearly, the parameter range increases
with increasing the order of the approximation, but re-
mains finite. Apparently, this is related to the fact that
the exponential asymptotic of β for α→ −∞ can not be
captured by a polynomial of a finite degree. However, in
general γ can be expressed via y(5) as
γ =
1
7
(5α+
√
4α2 + 7(1 + y(5))), (275)
where in case α→∞
γy(5) → 0, (276)
since f (6) = 0. Now, because γ(α) is monotonous, we
can define a monotonous function αeff(α), such that
γ(α) =
1
7
(5αeff(α) +
√
4αeff(α)2 + 7), (277)
i.e.
αeff(α) =
1
3
(5γ(α)−
√
4γ(α)2 + 3). (278)
Clearly, when α→∞
αeff(α)→ α (279)
and when α→ −∞
αeff(α)→ − 1√
3
− 5α
6
exp(−3α2). (280)
Analogously, for higher orders
γ(α) = γn(αeff(α)), (281)
such that when α→ −∞
αeff(α)→ γ−1n (γa(α)), (282)
i.e.
αeff(α)→ α0 + γa(α)
γ′n(α0)
. (283)
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We developed a novel median-point approximation
method for evaluating the partition function, thus gen-
eralizing the commonly used Laplace’s method (saddle-
point approximation), which approximates the given dis-
tribution function by a Gaussian around the mode. Our
method provides a different perspective, considering a
manifold of distributions diffeomorphic to a Gaussian dis-
tribution. Clearly, the mode of the Gaussian distribution
coincides with the median point and remains median in
any of the diffeomorphic distributions. Then, matching,
up to a certain order, derivatives of the logarithm of the
density function diffeomorphic to a Gaussian distribu-
tion and the given one at the median point, provides a
generalization to the Laplace’s method, where only the
first two derivatives are matched. In the case of one-
dimensional distributions, the matching conditions form
a system of nonlinear equations that can be closed at a
certain order with some constraints on higher derivatives
of the mapping function. In case the median point is
known, the system reduces to a polynomial equation for
the precision of the Gaussian distribution (the inverse of
the variance). We demonstrate that the largest real root
of the polynomial equation converges to the exact value
with increasing order of approximation. An interesting
open question remains if this is always the case.
Considering a system of fermions with local interac-
tions on a lattice, we applied the method for evaluation
of the corresponding bosonic partition function, after in-
tegrating out the fermionic fields. Matching of all deriva-
tives yields an infinite system of nonlinear equations,
describing the mapping to the corresponding quadratic
bosonic action, i.e. free boson distribution. The distri-
bution is characterized by the median point, interpreted
as an effective field at which the fermionic propagators
are evaluated, and the bosonic propagator is interpreted
as the renormalized interaction. Solution of the system
up to the leading-order approximation corresponds to a
sum of diagrams with one fermionic loop. Within the
leading-order approximation, the response of the system
to the presence of an infinitesimally small pairing inter-
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action involves the resummation of an infinite number
of diagrams with ’wheel’ structure in the particle-hole
channel. By establishing the equivalence of the ’wheel’
diagrams in the particle-hole channel to the ’ladder’ dia-
grams in the particle-particle channel, the resummation
of these leads to the generalized gap equation (implying
the Cooper instability condition), in the limit of an in-
finitesimal gap. Thus, we demonstrate the emergence of
a superconducting state as an instability in the particle-
hole channel, without explicitly introducing the particle-
particle channel. The gap equation involves the renor-
malized interaction via spin and charge density fluctua-
tions at the level beyond RPA, contrary to the typical
mean-field results where the interaction is taken into ac-
count only at the bare level. Summarizing, within the
median-point approximation framework, CDW and SDW
correspond to a shift of the median point, while the super-
conducting phase transition corresponds to an instability
of the renormalized interaction towards the appearance
of pairing interaction (that depends on the inbound mo-
mentum).
Finally, we demonstrated the applicability of the
framework for studying properties of other Euclidean lo-
cal quantum field theories, such as Yang-Mills. There,
under certain simplifying assumptions, we demonstrated
the existence of a critical temperature when an infinites-
imally small gap emerges. A directly related open ques-
tion is how the perturbative renormalization of the QFT
in 4 dimensions translates in the median-point approxi-
mation framework.
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Appendix A: Evaluation of Γ(1) and Γ(2)
The expressions for Γ(1) and Γ(2) can be significantly
simplified by performing a Matsubara summation, which
is possible in the basis of eigenfunctions, where the
Green’s function matrix becomes diagonal. In particu-
lar, for homogeneous systems this basis is formed by just
plane waves, i.e. the Green’s function matrix becomes
diagonal in momentum space
G−1k,n;k′,n′ =G
−1
k (i~ωn)δk,k′δn,n′ .
The Green’s function has the structure
Gk(i~ωn) =
∑
α
~UkIαU
†
k(µ− ε(α)k + i~ωn)−1,
where Iα ≡ Diag(δα,1, δα,2, δα,3, δα,4) and Uk is a uni-
tary matrix Uk = (V
1
k,V
2
k,V
3
k,V
4
k) composed of the
orthonormal eigenvectors of Gk(i~ωn) normalized to
|Vαk | = 1, with ε(α)k − µ being the poles of the Green’s
function. It follows from the definition for Γ(1) that
Γ
(1)
(q,r) =
δq,0
N~β
∑
k,n
Tr[Gk(i~ωn)P
s]eiζωnηsr .
Recall that by definition p0 = −ωn. The form of
the Green’s function allows us to perform the Matsub-
ara summation, which yields
lim
ζ→0+
∑
n
Gk(i~ωn)e
iζωn = ~β
4∑
α=1
UkIαU
†
knF (ε˜
(α)
k ),
where the Fermi distribution function nF (z) = (e
βz +
1)−1 and the energy is measured with respect to the
chemical potential ε˜
(α)
k = ε
(α)
k − µ. Thus, the expres-
sion for Γ(1) simplifies to
Γ
(1)
(q,r) =
δq,0
N
∑
k,α
T
(1) s
k,α nF (ε˜
(α)
k )ηsr,
where
T
(1) s
k,α = Tr[UkIαU
†
kP
s],
and the trace is now taken only over the 4 × 4 matrices
in the spin space. Analogously, for Γ(2)
Γ
(2)
(q,r),(q′,r′) =
−1
~2βN
Tr[Gp′,p+qP
sGp,p′+q′P
s′ ]ηsrηs′r′e
−iζ(p0−q0+p′0−q′0).
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For homogeneous systems, this simplifies to
Γ
(2)
(q,r),(q′,r′) = −
δq+q′,0
~2βN
lim
ζ→0+
∑
k,m
Tr[Gk+q(i~ωm + i~Ωn)P
sGk(i~ωm)P
s′ ]eiζωmηsrηs′r′ , (A1)
with Ωn = 2pin/~β the bosonic Matsubara frequency, because it is the difference between two fermionic Matsubara
frequencies. Performing the Matsubara summation in Eq. (A1) yields
Γ
(2)
(q,r),(q′,r′) = −
δq+q′,0
N
∑
k,α,β
(
nF (ε˜
(α)
k+q)
ε˜
(α)
k+q − ε˜(β)k − i~Ωn
+
nF (ε˜
(β)
k )
ε˜
(β)
k − ε˜(α)k+q + i~Ωn
)
T
(2) s,s′
k+q,α;k,βηsrηs′r′ ,
where
T
(2) s,s′
k+q,α;k,β ≡ Tr[Uk+qIαU†k+qPsUkIβU†kPs
′
],
or in the more conventional form
Γ
(2)
(q,r),(q′,r′) = −
δq+q′,0
N
∑
k,α,β
nF (ε˜
(α)
k+q)− nF (ε˜(β)k )
ε˜
(α)
k+q − ε˜(β)k − i~Ωn
T
(2) s,s′
k+q,α;k,βηsrηs′r′ .
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